The board recommends a vote against our proposal to become a Public Benefit Corporation. Well… we agree, and also ask that you vote “no” to Proposal 8.

JPMorgan Chase & Co. should *not* be a Public Benefit Corporation. But… if it’s going to remain a conventional Delaware corporation – as we recommend – then it must also abide by the legal obligations that that entails. Namely, that the board has a fiduciary responsibility to its shareholders over any outsiders (outsiders who have been rebranded as “stakeholders”).

This is relevant because JPMorgan adopted the Business Roundtable Statement that explicitly redefined the purpose of a corporation from the traditional and legally required rule of shareholder primacy to the idea of serving all “stakeholders.” And the justification, they claim, is public betterment.

But the board can’t have it both ways – and that is… be incorporated as a conventional Delaware corporation, but then behave as a Public Benefit Corporation by adopting the stakeholder model.

Only it’s worse than that still. Because at least public benefit corporations may occasionally benefit the public. But the stakeholder scam only pretends to. And that pretending gives cover for corporate boards to decide who qualifies as a stakeholder and who doesn’t. Is it really a surprise then when corrupt bureaucracies and special interest groups are the primary stakeholders?

The stakeholder scam was first introduced in the 1970s by World Economic Forum founder Klaus Schwab. In recent years, BlackRock and its politically self-dealing CEO Larry Fink – who is uncoincidentally on the board of the World Economic Forum – has also pushed for corporate boards to adopt the stakeholder model. The same goes for Vanguard and State Street.

This is relevant because JPMorgan is a partner of the World Economic Forum, and its top 3 shareholders are Vanguard, State Street, and BlackRock… all of which also own each other.

It’s one big incestuous party for the elite managerial class and the retail investor isn’t invited… but he is paying for it.

Stakeholder capitalism is only half the scam – sure it provides cover for corporate boards to shift their obligations away from shareholders, but it is ESG which dictates to boards which stakeholder interests they must serve.

ESG is essentially a CCP-style social credit system for corporations. By shifting responsibility to stakeholders, and then tailoring what that responsibility entails through ESG, corporations have effectively become radical political actions groups with real governing power over the lives of everyday individuals.
Last I checked, we still live in a self-governing republic. That power belongs to the people to adjudicate amongst themselves… not to self-appointed oligarchs like Klaus Schwab, Larry Fink, or you, Mr. Dimon.

By adopting the stakeholder model and capitulating to ESG – which is plagued by woke nonsense – JPMorgan has participated in this scam against everyday Americans on the shareholder dime. If JPMorgan truly sees itself as a corporation aimed at serving the public, then it is doing a terrible job.

So we agree – JPMorgan isn’t fit to be a public benefit corporation. Vote against proposal 8, but also join us in demanding that JPMorgan Chase & Co. stick to banking and obey its legal obligation to its shareholders.
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